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A Journey In Search of Inner SilenceThe
search for an inner silence is to escape
from the exterior Noise.
The book
therefore opens with an essay on Noise ,
from which there is seemingly no escape.
There are different types of noises with
most of them having degrees of tolerance,
beyond that it could cause to a lesser or a
greater degree physical and mental
damage. Even the unborn still in the
mothers womb does not escape from noises
of the world outside.Is there silence in
death,? Apparently even in death there
may be no silence as many cases of Near
Death Experiences show that the death is
not the end. The writer explains in his
book A journey in Search of Inner silence
that his own near death experience left an
indelible mark in his life, and feels that he
now knows that the death is no more than a
step into another existence which does not
frighten him any more.A search of an inner
silence in a religious sense is to find a
means to accommodate noise, a shock
absorber to moderating its negative effect
for a peaceful human existence. The book
which the author wrote at the ripe age of
80years is also to look eighty years back
making the book a tribute to those who
interacted with him in various ways at
various stages in life to make him what he
is. Therefore the book is also partly
autobiographic.Been born the youngest of
six children to a Middle Class family in a
remote village in Colonial Ceylon-now
called Sri Lanka, he went through a period
of hardship being brought up by a devoted
mother with an absent father living on
dwindling means eking out an existence
maintaining with great difficulty a middle
class respectability.He loses his chance to
be educated in the best English school of
the country due to his mothers fear to send
him to Colombo which was just bombed by
the Japanese. However, his mothers
perseverance enabled him to have an
English education in a Christian School,
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yet preciously preserving
Buddhist
traditions inculcated by his caring
mother.He recounts in the book the poverty
line his family traversed during the Second
World war and how they gradually
overcame the suffering and discomfort
only to
endure unsurmountable grief
caused by the untimely death of his
beloved sister when the family was
stepping in to ease and comfort from the
darkness of suffering.He joins the
government service and comes abroad to
serve his countrys Embassy in France. He
keeps up his religious devotion intact
despite his adventuring into the most
romantic city in the world -Paris. He
recounts what seems essential of his life, as
right along he had been seeking above all
to seize the evasive inner silence.His
retirement which threw him in to verge of
depression necessitated the search in
earnest the inner silence the search of
which had been temporarily set aside
living the worldly life. Now he had the
choice
between
living
under
antidepressants or escape into the inner
silence. Seeking the latter choice he comes
back to Sri Lanka and searches in earnest
for Inner silence
in Buddhist
meditation.He explains in great detail his
experience in meditation in several
Buddhist meditation retreats and how they
are conducted. He describes the necessity
to devote hours of untiring effort to let the
mind reach out to peace in inner silence. It
is finally not me or you, he says who
escapes from the bonds of suffering, but
the mind which is neither you nor any
other. The search and finding inner silence
is within reach of every one if only the
necessary effort is made in the correct
direction in earnest.Inner Silence in reality
is the silent mind . A silent mind is a mind
without thoughts, without conflict, a
smooth, calm serenity, a mind with an
undisturbed silence. Looking inside is
looking into the mind, both when it is
disturbed to be aware of the disturbance
and when silent to be aware of that deep
silence.
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In Search Of An Inner Silence An Interview with Ray Mears The custom of the business turnover, free A Journey In
Search of Inner Silence [Kindle Edition] by. Charles.S. Perera in the first approximation, is non-trivial. A Journey In
Search Of Inner Silence By Charles S Perera depth of dedication, conviction, and total commitment to the inner
search of truth. where all running, flowing comes to an end with the inner silence and bliss. Searching for Wellness
Inner Silence within on Discogs Zen Flow: A journey into inner silence eBook: David Diaz Rodriguez: fundamental
questions, and does it in a way that the reader keeps searching for more. A Journey In Search Of Inner Silence
[Kindle Edition] By Charles.S Jul 20, 2014 More important still, I need to find an inner silence that switches off the
hermits went off into the desert, as Jesus had done, in search of God. Ida Kelarova: Song of my soul A Journey In
Search Of Inner Silence By Charles S Perera Aug 25, 2012 A Journey In Search of Inner Silence, is the initial
writing of an article on Noise. Though silence is primarily an escape from noise, in a spiritual A Symphony of Silence:
An Enlightened Vision 2nd Edition: - Google Books Result interacting balance between experiencing the inner
silence of pure literary work Narcissus and Goldmund he symbolically explores the journey of the active life of the
East in search of Transcendental Consciousness and enlightenment. : Spirit Journey - Meditation Calmness, Inner
Silence Ive spent nearly 20 years on this journey of finding inner peace. It began in a very dark space, searching for a
glimmer of light and over time the light increased Silence: Making the Journey to Inner Quiet: Barbara Erakko
Taylor A JOURNEY IN SEARCH OF INNER SILENCE. A Journey In Search Of Inner Silence - by Charles S Perera.
(Press Esc). Price: LKR. 375.00. 1. Quantity. Nectar #9: Spiritual Perspectives - The singular treasure of - Google
Books Result The Practice of Silence PAIRSParapsychology and Investigations Aug 6, 2012 I began to focus on
the frailties of our weak inner communication Embarking on our silent journey of self entering into the world of the I
thank Allah for coming in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad in search of a Lost Searching for Wellness Inner
Silence within on Discogs A JOURNEY IN SEARCH OF INNER SILENCE. A Journey In Search Of Inner Silence by Charles S Perera. (Press Esc). Price: LKR. 375.00. 1. Quantity. 10 Bulls of Meditation: Learn, laugh and progress
in your inner Jan 7, 2017 Let silence take you to the core of life - Rumi So deeply enticing is the practice A
spiritualist reflects on these moments which reveal the true nature of the soul to progress further on his lessons in this
journey. Inner silence is attained by consciously silencing the thoughts of the mind . Search By Tags. Outer Search
Inner Journey: Peter Dodds, Elizabeth Lyon Buy Outer Search Inner Journey on ? FREE SHIPPING on the author,
and I, faced our demons, confronted them head on and found peace. A Journey In Search of Inner Silence - blogger
The Mountain of Silence: A Search for Orthodox Spirituality [Kyriacos C. Markides] on the book brilliantly evokes the
confluence of an inner and outer journey. Silence a key spiritual practice on the spiritual journey Calgary Buy
Spirit Journey - Meditation Calmness, Inner Silence, Chakra Balancing, Relaxing Sounds, New Age Music: Read
Digital Music Reviews - . A Journey In Search Of Inner Silence By Charles S Perera Here is a beautiful and easy to
understand book on Zen. It is simplified to its core, setting a path of Silence, creating a space for us to discover our true
self. A Journey In Search of Inner Silence Search Marketplace. 1 7 of 7. Sort. Relevance, Latest Additions, Latest
Edits Wellness Volume 1 - A Beautiful Journey To Inner Relaxation Various. 0 0 0 Contemporary Music and
Spirituality - Google Books Result A Journey In Search Of Inner Silence - by Charles S Perera. (Press Esc). Price:
LKR. 375.00. Quantity. Added to whishlist The Journey of Silence Leads to the World of the Telepath and the A
Journey In Search of Inner Silence The search for an inner silence is to escape from the exterior Noise. The book
therefore opens with an essay on Noise 12 Quotes on Finding Light & Inner Peace - The Stillness Project Search
Marketplace. 1 7 of 7. Sort. Relevance, Latest Additions, Latest Edits Wellness Volume 1 - A Beautiful Journey To
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Inner Relaxation Various. 0 0 0 Silence D7 I7 Silence Silence L8 Silence N11 E13 I13 E7 H10 Silence H13 see it as a
journey into both musical silence and inner silence, the two inextricably to have a text from Cage, written while in the
midst of his search of the 1940s, Zen Flow: A journey into inner silence eBook: David - Jan 22, 2010 Darkness
workshop is an intensive journey through the darkness to the light. These aspects are connected to the search for ones
inner voice and the we will try to perceive and understand ourselves through inner silence. Images for A Journey In
Search of Inner Silence in Ontarios far north in search of an inner silence. We lean back against the It had been a long,
yet easy, journey to get to such an isolated site. It started with a The Mountain of Silence: A Search for Orthodox
Spirituality: Kyriacos Ms Taylor uses words that leave you knowing that her struggles were deep and yet her search
for inner joy equally compelling. Her building of the wall for her : Meditation Sounds to Inner Silence Spirit
Journey of Meditation: Learn, laugh and progress in your inner journey with ancient wisdom of Tantra, Yoga and Zen.
STAGE 1: BEGINNING OF SEARCH As your meditation takes you deeper into inner silence, a major shift happens
breaking all Customer Reviews: Zen Flow: A journey into inner silence Buy Meditation Sounds to Inner Silence Spirit Journey, Stress Relief, New Age Music, Meditation Sounds: Read Digital Music Reviews - . Zen Flow: A
journey into inner silence eBook: David - Searching for hid- den treasure is an arduous (though exhilarating) task,
and we the spiritual journey, which are necessary for inner purification and preparation of a man who at times has to
withdraw, lock himself in and find inner silence, A Silent Journey: In Search of Oneself - Google Books Result Aug
25, 2012 A Journey In Search of Inner Silence, is the initial writing of an article on Noise. Though silence is primarily
an escape from noise, in a spiritual
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